DRINKS MENU

SAKE & PLUM WINE
SAKURA-MISEN SEICHU JUNMAI-GINJO SAKE - JAPAN

OMACHI-MAI GINJO SAKE - JAPAN

€65.00

€62.00

Sake produced in Hiroshima prefecture and using its water, it is
a pure rice sake made with ingredients specifically selected for
brewing sake. The fruity flavour, the hearty taste of rice and an
insatiable smooth aftertaste are the characteristics of the junmai
ginjoshu with no added alcohol.

Earthy and decidedly herbal rather than fruity and flowery.
Aromas are in general less prominent than in other sakes.

AI-MISEN SEISHU DAIGINJO SAKE - JAPAN
€102.00

SPECIAL JUNMAI SAKE - HAKU RAKU SEI, NIIZAWA - JAPAN
€18.50 · 160ml CARAFE | €49.00 · 50cl BOTTLE

The elegant aroma of ginjo sake is one you will not tire of, and the
clean finish makes for a smooth drink.

Made from Yamadanishiki rice, this Sake is well-integrated with
firm and rich flavours of rice and soft and rounded textures.
It ends with a crisp and lingering finish.

PLUM WINE - JAPAN

SAKE KIWAMIHIJIRI JYUNMAI - JAPAN

Plum Wine or Umeshu is a Japanese liqueur made by steeping
fresh Japanese plum (ume) in shochu/white liquor and sugar. The
sweet and sour flavours with fruity aroma is very appealing.

€60.00
Different from other strains, the shinpaku of Omachi rice is
round, large and soft, creating sake with mellow and refined
flavour.

€18.00 · 50cl BOTTLE

HOME MADE INFUSED SAKE
€9.00 · 160ml CARAFE

SAKE BY GLASS 60ml · €3.75
SAKE CARAFE 160ml · €8.75

C O C K TA I L S

SAIGON SOUR

Jim Beam bourbon, pineapple juice, single-pressed
lime juice, Blue Agave Nectar Real, pasteurised egg
white

€7.95

SHOGUN LUXURY

Sake, mango purée, Champagne

€9.50

MELLIEĦA SLING

Gordon’s London dry gin, pineapple juice, singlepressed lime juice, Blue Agave Nectar Real, Black
Cherry Nectar Real, Angostura Bitters, soda

€7.95

JUNGLE BIRD

Captain Morgan dark rum, Campari, pineapple juice, singlepressed lime juice, simple syrup

€7.95

ELDERFLOWER MARTINI (NON-ALCOHOLIC)
Cranberry juice, single-pressed lime juice,
Elderflower syrup, lemonade

€4.50

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING WINES
011.

012.

CASSAR DE MALTE ‘BRUT’
MARSOVIN, MALTA

015.

€45.00

€65.00

Chardonnay. Dry, crisp and refreshing. The classic
method typical complex bouquet with lingering floral and
fruity notes. It is inviting rich, full taste and complemented
by the pleasant natural sparkle

Pinot Noir, Chardonnay & Pinot Meunier. Dry, elegant
& concentrated. This Champagne shows a bouquet of
stoned fruits, such as the white peach and pear, while on
the palate it is dominated by ripe fruits like apricot and a
red fruit like strawberries which is supported by a natural
lively acidity and a long-lasting length.

PROSECCO
LA GIOIOSA, VENETO - ITALY
€19.00

016.

Glera. Dry, light and fruity. Enticing aromas of apple
and peach give way to a palate that is refreshing, and
harmonious, with crisp fruit flavours and a clean finish.

013.

Chardonnay & Pinot Blanc. Dry, crisp & vibrant. The
scent carries richness of intense white flowers and
complex ripe fruit and citrus fruit aromas. The colour
is straw gold with green reflexes, creamy mousse with a
refined and persistent perlage. The flavour is rich, mellow
and spiced, creamy with strong sapidity.

ROSÉ BRUT
VEUVE CLICQUOT PONSARDIN, CHAMPAGNE - FRANCE

BRUT IMPERIAL
MOËT ET CHANDON, CHAMPAGNE - FRANCE
€80.00
Pinot Noir, Chardonnay & Pinot Meunier. Dry, crisp &
vibrant. Brut Imperial is a balanced assemblage of the
three grape varieties used in Champagne, disclosing a
succession of elegant and harmonious sensations.

FRANCIACORTA SATEN
MONOGRAM, LOMBARDY - ITALY
€39.00

014.

CARTE D’OR BRUT
DRAPPIER, CHAMPAGNE - FRANCE

017.

GRAND CUVÉE
KRUG, CHAMPAGNE - FRANCE
€310.00
Pinot Noir, Chardonnay & Pinot Meunier. Dry, elegant &
complex. Deep golden colour and fine, vivacious bubbles,
predicting fullness and elegance. Aromas of flowers in
bloom, ripe and dried fruit, marzipan, gingerbread and
citrus fruits. Flavours of hazelnut, nougat, barley sugar,
jellied and citrus fruits, almonds, brioche and honey.

€99.00
Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier & Chardonnay. Dry, crisp
& vibrant. Madame Clicquot created the first blended
Rosé in 1818 by adding some red wine to Yellow Label
champagne. The result was Veuve Clicquot Rosé, fruity
and full-bodied expression of the Veuve Clicquot
style.

WINE BY THE GLASS
WHITE – ROBERTSON SAUVIGNON BLANC
€5.00 GLASS (175ml)

SWEET WHITE - CARAVAGGIO MOSCATO MARSOVIN – MALTA
€5.00 GLASS (175ml)

WHITE – CARAVAGGIO CHENIN BLANC
€5.00 GLASS (175ml)

PROSECCO
€5.00 GLASS (175ml)

RED - CALVET, BORDEAUX
€5.00 GLASS (175ml)

PLUM WINE
€5.00 GLASS (175ml)

RED - 1919 GELLEWZA
€5.00 GLASS (175ml)

SAKE
€3.75 GLASS (60ml)

ROSÉ
€5.00 GLASS (175ml)

WHITE WINES
M A LTA

I TA LY

021.

031.

CARAVAGGIO - CHENIN BLANC D.O.K. MALTA
MARSOVIN, MALTA
€17.00

€23.00

Chenin Blanc. Dry, refreshing & fruity. A dry white
wine with aromas reminiscent of stone fruit: peaches
and apricots underlined by a hint of green apples. Well
balanced with refreshing levels of acidity.

Cortese. Dry, crisp & refreshing. Fresh, intensive,
delicate fruit bouquet, with elegant flower notes and
citrus fruit aromas. On the palate a long, enjoyable finish,
with a decisive imprint of freshness.

022. 1919 D.O.K. MALTA
MARSOVIN, MALTA

032.

Chardonnay & Girgentina. Dry, refreshing & fruity. 1919
is a complex, well rounded white wine of character with
fruity aromas of fresh apples, mangoes and other tropical
fruit underlined by buttery undertones. On the palate it is
smooth and well balanced with a lingering fruity finish.

Pinot Grigio. Delicate, dry & floral. A wine with a
beautiful pale straw color to its amazing crisp and lively
taste of lemons, limes, peaches and melons, this light, dry
wine is infinitely satisfying.

033.

023. FENICI D.O.K. MALTA
MERIDIANA, MALTA

Arneis. Dry, crisp & refreshing. A wine with a pale straw
yellow colour; the nose is fine and fruity. It is dry and
fresh with delicate, elegant flavours and a slight aftertaste
of almonds.

Vermentino, Viognier & Chardonnay. Dry, refreshing &
fruity. The resulting light wine is characterized by fresh,
exotic fruit flavours, enhanced by a hint of white flowers.

034.

Vermentino. Dry, mineral & floral. This wine is elegant
and intense in aroma with floral and citrus notes along
with the notes of aromatic herbs which characterize the
variety. Fresh in flavour, it is fruity and endowed with
pleasurable mineral sensations which add savour and
length.

Vermentino. Dry, crisp & floral. This wine has a vibrant,
straw-yellow colour with a pale green rim; intense
aromas of tropical and citrus fruits with hints of flowers;
and a fresh citrus taste with a pleasantly refreshing finish.

035.

€30.00

€33.00
Chardonnay. Dry, full bodied & buttery. Fermented and
kept in oak for a few weeks. This wine has a fine balance of
acidity, American oak and soft buttery flavours.

027.

BLANC DE CHEVAL D.O.K. GOZO
MARSOVIN, GOZO
€30.00
Chardonnay. Dry, full bodied & fresh. Medium bodied
with distinct fruity aromas of citrus and apples bursting
into zesty fruity flavours on the palette and ending with a
pleasant lingering finish.

GRECO DI TUFO
VILLA RAIANO, CAMPANIA
€33.00

Chardonnay. Dry, exotic & complex. Aromas
characterized by fresh tropical fruit flavours. Excellent
acidity a medium to full body with excellent aftertaste.

026. ANTONIN BLANC D.O.K. GOZO
MARSOVIN, GOZO

VERMENTINO ‘LA PETTEGOLA’
BANFI, TUSCANY
€28.00

€25.00

025. CHARDONNAY ‘ISIS’ D.O.K. MALTA
MERIDIANA, MALTA

LANGHE ARNEIS
DAMILANO, PIEDMONT
€33.00

€21.00

VERMENTINO ‘ASTARTE’ D.O.K. MALTA
MERIDIANA, MALTA

PINOT GRIGIO DELLE VENEZIE
BOTTEGA, VENETO
€20.00

€22.00

024.

GAVI DI GAVI ‘TUFFO’
MORGASSI, PIEDMONT

Greco. Dry, mineral & refreshing. Aromatic with an
intensely fruity bouquet. Full-bodied, soft and wellbalanced with excellent acidity.

036.

LIGHEA
DONNAFUGATA, SICILY
€30.00
Zibibbo. Dry, fruity & mineral. Lighea offers a rich
and fragrant bouquet with classic notes of orange
blossom combined with citrusy scents and nuances of
Mediterranean scrub. The nose is perfectly reflected on
the palate, enlivened by a fresh mineral vein.

WHITE WINES
I TA LY

FRANCE

037.

041.

038.

CHARDONNAY GRAND CRU
TENUTA RAPITALÀ, SICILY
€42.00

€34.00

Chardonnay. Dry, full bodied & buttery. Full, fruity, soft
character of the chardonnay and the aromatic notes of the
wood are evident on the nose. A round wine, with welldefined Mediterranean scents, full-bodied and satisfying
with a long and lingering finish.

Sauvignon Blanc. Dry, crisp & mineral. A lean entry leads
to a bone dry light-to-medium body of lemon pith, crabapple, and peach skin flavours. Finishes with a quick
powdery fruit tannin and fennel seed.

ETNA BIANCO
PLANETA, SICILY

042.

Carricante. Dry, crisp, aromatic & mineral. Pale yellow
coloured wine with green highlights. Aromas of white
fruits, yellow plum, herbal notes. The small percentage
of wine fermented in wood softens the refreshing acidity
typical of the Carricante and add complexity to the
mineral character of this volcanic wine.

CHABLIS
J.MOREAU ET FILS, BURGUNDY
€33.00

€33.00

039.

SANCERRE
CALVET, LOIRE

Chardonnay. Dry, crisp & mineral. With aromas of white
flowers and ripe fruits. Bright, fresh and light with fresh
acidity.

043.

RIESLING
DOMAINE VILLE DE COLMAR, ALSACE
€29.00

VERMENTINO DI SARDEGNA ‘LA CALA’
SELLA & MOSCA, SARDINIA

Riesling. Dry, crisp, aromatic & mineral. An absolutely
classic dry Riesling with tangy lime pith and aromatic
beeswax character. Fine balance and texture on the
palate, with typical Trimbach understated elegance.
Youthful and fresh, just starting to show hints of matured
complexity.

€25.00
Vermentino. Dry, mineral & floral. Light with a nervous
outburst of marine salt to finish on a long drawn out note
of softness for typical to the variety.

044.

GEWÜRZTRAMINER
TRIMBACH, ALSACE
€35.00
Gewürztraminer. Slightly off dry, full bodied & aromatic.
Finely balanced and very aromatic with notes of lychee,
rose and ginger. This is dry and with classic restraint,
while at the same time expressing beautifully the variety’s
exotic and spicy character.

045.

CÔTES DU RHÔNE BLANC ‘ESPRIT BARVILLE’
BROTTE, RHONE
€30.00
Grenache. Full, exotic & fruity. A wine with a pale yellow
colour and green hints. Aromas of exotic fruits, white
flowers and citrus fruits. Wonderful complexity with
notes of peach and apricot, this wine displays excellent
freshness and length.

WHITE WINES
GERMANY

SOUTH AFRICA

051.

071.

RIESLING TROCKEN
SHIEFERKOPF, BADEN

CHENIN BLANC
DOUGLAS GREEN, WESTERN CAPE

€36.00

€20.00

Riesling. Fruit, aromatic & mineral. A wine with a light
yellow colour and with golden tints. The nose is both
fruity and floral. Citrus, Mirabelle-plum and orange
blossom notes. The palate is dry, taut and focused, good
mineral structure, lovely roundness. A fresh, nearly
saline, wine with a very long finish.

Chenin Blanc. Dry, crisp & fruity. With a lively acidity
and pronounced fruit this wine coats the palate with an
abundance of kiwi fruit and tropical nuances.

072.

SAUVIGNON BLANC
ROBERTSON, STELLENBOSCH
€20.00

S PA I N
055.

Sauvignon Blanc. Dry, crisp & refreshing. Full bodied
with powerful varietal flavours of bell-pepper, green
apple and freshly cut grass. Good structure with lovely
balancing acidity.

VERDEJO
PROTOS, RUEDA
€24.00

073.

Verdejo. Dry, crisp & mineral. Greenish straw colour,
bright and clean. Powerful nose, fruity with notes of
green apple, citrus and tropical fruits, white blossoms,
fragrant herbs and fennel hints. Very fresh, with good
acidity, flavourful, fruity, well balanced, complex, with a
long finish and slightly bitter aftertaste.

CHARDONNAY
GOLDEN KAAN, WESTERN CAPE
€20.00
Chardonnay. Dry, exotic & fruity. This vibrant
Chardonnay shows aromas of peach, pear and lychee with
undertones of apples and biscuits. The structure is round
and balanced with a refreshingly zesty and lingering
finish.

LEBANON
061.

LES BRETÈCHES BLANC
CHÂTEAU KEFRAYA, BEKAA VALLEY
€27.00
Ugni Blanc & Bourboulenc. Dry, full bodied & aromatic.
Hint of almond tree flowers, lime and green tea. Round
and lively, with an exotic lemon-flavoured finish.

CHILE
065.

SAUVIGNON BLANC
G7, LONCOMILLA VALLEY
€19.00
Sauvignon Blanc. Dry, crisp & refreshing. White currant,
fresh herbs and lime aromas are emphasized with fine
notes of sweat and asparagus. Strong on the palate with a
great balance and texture.

U.S.A.
081.

RIESLING ‘KUNG FU GIRL’
CHARLES SMITH, WASHINGTON STATE
€36.00
Riesling. Dry, fruity, aromatic & mineral. White peaches,
mandarin orange and apricot are delivered with a core
of minerality that makes this dry Riesling shimmer with
energy and freshness.

WHITE WINES
AUSTRALIA

NEW ZEALAND

086. SEMILLON-SAUVIGNON BLANC
CAPE MENTELLE, MARGARET RIVER

087.

SAUVIGNON BLANC
SILVER MOKI, MARLBOROUGH

€41.00

€29.00

Semillon and Sauvignon Blanc. Dry, floral & exotic. This
wine expresses the grounded, textural and floral qualities
of Semillon and the energetic, saline minerality of
Sauvignon Blanc. This is refreshing wine that is intensely
aromatic and elegant.

Sauvignon Blanc. Dry, crisp & mineral. A fresh, zesty
wine that is full of varietal fruit flavours. It has good
balance and acidity and an attractive finish with
lingering crisp tropical fruit and gooseberry flavours.

ROSÉ WINES
091.

092.

RABOSO ‘GELOSO’ MARCA TREVIGIANA
SETTEANIME, VENETO - ITALY

093.

SANCERRE
SERGE LALOUE, LOIRE - FRANCE

€30.00

€36.00

Raboso. Off dry, fruity & refreshing. A wine with a light
ruby red colour. Typical aroma, reminiscent of raspberry
and wild roses. Fresh palate with gentle sweet notes and
a marked acidity.

Pinot Noir. Dry, fruity & elegant. A delicate nose of
apricots and gooseberries which are joined by more
complex notes of pepper and mint on the palate. The
wine has a balanced and lingering finish.

ROSATI DI BOLGHERI ‘SCALABRONE’
TENUTA GUADO AL TASSO - ANTINORI,
TUSCANY - ITALY
€26.00
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot & Syrah. Dry, fruity &
floral. A brilliant, light, peony pink in colour, the wine
shows rich and intense aromas of fruit like cherries,
raspberries and flowers. The palate is fresh and balanced
with a long and fruity aftertaste.

094.

CÔTES DE PROVENCE ‘TERRE DE BERNE’
CHÂTEAU DE BERNE, PROVENCE - FRANCE
€29.00
Syrah, Cinsault & Grenache. Dry, fruity & aromatic.
Pale, salmon pink robe. Powerful bouquet, with
overtones of red fruits and wild strawberries. Generous
and fresh taste, with predominant apricot and peach.
A flattering and aromatic wine, with a pleasantly long
aftertaste.

RED WINES

M A LTA
101.

107.

€30.00

CARAVAGGIO - CABERNET FRANC D.O.K. MALTA
MARSOVIN, MALTA

Cabernet Franc and Shiraz. Medium bodied, dry & spicy.
Peppery herbaceous aromas for a medium bodied wine
with a persistent herbal taste and a long aftertaste.

€17.00
Cabernet Franc. Medium bodied, dry & aromatic.
A medium bodied red wine of moderate intensity.
On the nose it shows typical Cabernet Franc varietal
characteristics of green and white peppers and spices.
Concentrated fruit driven red wine with intense fruit
aromas of plums and mature blueberries combined with
chocolate and tobacco overtones.

102.

CHEVAL FRANC D.O.K. MALTA
MARSOVIN, MALTA

108.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON RESERVE ‘CELSIUS’
D.O.K. MALTA
MERIDIANA, MALTA
€50.00
Cabernet Sauvignon. Full bodied, dry, fruity & spicy.
Characterised by chocolate-blackcurrant flavours which
are enhanced by careful maturation in barrique.

1919 D.O.K. MALTA
MARSOVIN, MALTA
€22.00
Gellewza. Full bodied, dry & fruity. 1919 is a wine
produced from selected grapes of the indigenous
Gellewza red variety. The harvested bunches were laid
down to dry in the sun for a number of days before being
vinified resulting in a concentration of the grape’s natural
sugars, acidity and colour.

103.

I TA LY
110.

€30.00
Barbera. Dry, medium bodied & fresh. Intense purple
red in the glass. The bouquet is fruity with light spicy
notes. On the palate, the wine is ethereal with notes
of currant, violet, cherry and a touch of vanilla with a
persistent finish.

FENICI D.O.K. MALTA
MERIDIANA, MALTA
€21.00
Merlot & Syrah. Medium bodied, dry & fruity. The
resulting wine has fresh,soft, cherry-plum and peppery
spice flavours, enhanced by light oak nuances.

104.

111.

Raboso. Dry, medium bodied & fresh. A wine with an
intense ruby red colour that is deep with garnet tinges.
Vinous aromas with an overtone of Morello cherry. Fullbodied, slightly tannic, fruit flavored with aroma of wild
berries.

€35.00

105.

112.

Corvina, Rondinella & Molinara. Dry, full bodied, spicy
& round. This wine is produced using the Ripasso
technique. The wine is obtained by going over again ,
once only, the premium Valpolicella over a small quantity
of Amarone marc. As a result, an authentic local wine is
produced which elegantly exhibits a delightfully complex
fruity aroma and spicy tones complemented with a good
acidity and just the right alcohol content.

Merlot. Full bodied, dry & round. Characterised by soft,
ripe cherry-plum flavours which are enhanced by careful
maturation in barrique.

CABERNET-MERLOT ‘MELQART’ D.O.K. MALTA
MERIDIANA, MALTA
€33.00
Cabernet and Merlot. Medium bodied, dry & fruity.
Aromas of dark fruits characterised by mellow ripe berry
flavours from maturation in barrique.

VALPOLICELLA SUPERIORE RIPASSO
ROCCA SVEVA, VENETO
€34.00

MERLOT ‘NEXUS’ D.O.K. MALTA
MERIDIANA, MALTA
€36.00

106.

RABOSO ‘FURIOSO’ MARCA TREVIGIANA
SETTEANIME, VENETO
€39.00

ANTONIN NOIR D.O.K. MALTA
MARSOVIN, MALTA

Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc.
Medium bodied, dry & round. Vanilla with cedar wood,
chocolate .with fruity notes of red cherries and prunes.
Smooth round with ripe, velvety tannins and long
lingering finish for medium bodied.

BARBERA D’ASTI
BENI DI BATASIOLO, PIEDMONT

113.

VALTELLINA SUPERIORE INFERNO ‘MAZER’
NINO NEGRI, LOMBARDY
€36.00
Nebbiolo (Chiavennasca). Dry, full bodied & round. Notes
of bitter spices, dried flowers and plum jam; dry flavour,
savoury and austere, with an elegant bitter base of toasted
hazelnut. Firm and well-structured.

RED WINES

I TA LY
114.

CHIANTI CLASSICO
SPALTENNA, TUSCANY

FRANCE
131.

€23.00

€27.00

Merlot & Cabernet Sauvignon. Medium bodied, dry
& elegant. A wine with a red colour and purple hints.
Powerful and complex nose, with scents of red fruits and
spices. The wine is nicely structured. The finish is long
and pleasant.

Sangiovese & Merlot. Dry, medium bodied & balsamic.
Classic notes of sour red cherry, with hints of violet and
vanilla. The palate is velvety and enveloping with even
more vibrant red fruit flavour, smooth spice, rounded
tannins and a long, smooth finish.

115.

SANTA CRISTINA
MARCHESI DI ANTINORI, TUSCANY

132.

117.

Merlot & Cabernet Franc. Medium bodied, dry, elegant
& round. A Merlot based wine, which also includes
Cabernet Franc in the blend. It is rich in colour and has
a fragrant bouquet and a soft fruity palate.

133.

PINOT NERO
CASTELLO DELLA SALA-ANTINORI, UMBRIA

117.

Pinot Noir. Light bodied, dry & elegant. Ruby red with
violet hues. Intense nose of ripe black fruits combined
with seductive coffee and vanilla notes on the second
nose. Well balanced, with present tannins, a good
structure and a lot of fruity and toasty aromas on the
palate.

134.

Gamay. Light bodied, dry & elegant. A dark red wine
with purple notes. Nose of herbs and wet stones. Quite
structured on the palate with chewy red fruit and
herbal elements, underpinned with high acidity and soft
tannins.

€36.00

118.

135.

NERO D`AVOLA ‘PASSO DELLE MULE’
TENUTA SUOR MARCHESA-DUCA DI SALAPARUTA,
SICILY

119.

CANNONAU DI SARDEGNA ‘BANTU’
ANTICHI PODERI JERZU, SARDINIA
€36.00
Grenache. Medium bodied, dry & dried fruit. Intense
ruby red, tending to garnet. Complex, blueberry and
ripe-blackberry aromas, spices tending sweet, tobacco
and chocolate. It is warm, soft with sweet tannins of rare
intensity.

CÔTES DU RHÔNE ‘45° PARALLÈLE’
JABOULET, SOUTHERN RHONE
€25.00
Grenache & Syrah. Medium bodied, dry & spicy. A fresh,
berry fruit driven red wine with loads of soft, pure plum
and blackberry flavors mingling with black pepper spice.

€35.00
Nero d'Avola. Full bodied, dry & dried fruit. Deep, intense
ruby red. Pervasive, fruity bouquet of morello cherries
and raspberries, complex with well-balanced scents of
spices and vanilla. Rich, full and velvety, full-bodied and
persistent, with typical austere but pleasant tannin.

BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES
ROUX PÈRE ET FILS, BURGUNDY
€34.00

PRIMITIVO
CASTELLO MONACI, APULIA
Primitivo. Dry, full bodied & round. Organic. Fresh, fullbodied and elegant. A quality wine that is enriched by the
added value deriving from the fact that the winemaking
practices are in the full respect of the nature of Salento.

ILE DE BEAUTE PINOT NOIR RÉSERVE
BARTON & GUESTIER, CORSICA
€28.00

€65.00
Pinot Noir. Dry, mineral & elegant. A ruby red in colour
typical of its grape variety, the wine offers floral notes
along with aromas of red currants and strawberries. The
palate is elegant and of much finesse with soft and silky
tannins which, however, do not cover the perceptibly
mineral character which assists the length and persistence
of the finish and aftertaste.

CHÂTEAU LA ROSE PERRIÈRE
LUSSAC-SAINT EMILION, BORDEAUX
€47.00

€18.00
Merlot & Sangiovese. Dry, medium bodied & round.
The Santa Cristina shows a ruby red colour with purple
highlights. On the nose, delicate notes of cherries and
ripe red fruit, typical of Sangiovese and Syrah, mingle
with the characteristic balsamic sensations of Merlot.

CHÂTEAU LES TUILERIES
BORDEAUX

136.

CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE ROUGE ‘BARVILLE’
BROTTE, SOUTHERN RHONE
€60.00
Grenache, Syrah & Mourvèdre. Full bodied, dry & warm.
Ruby coloured wine with purple highlights. Finesse, with
hints of warm spices, black fruits along with roasted
notes and red peppercorns. Elegant with forest fruits
dominating the palate. Unctuous mouthfeel underlined
by vanilla tones and supple tannins.

RED WINES

LEBANON

AUSTRALIA

141.

155.

LES BRETÈCHES
CHÂTEAU KEFRAYA, BEKAA VALLEY

OLD VINE GRENACHE
SIMON HACKETT, MCLAREN VALE

€30.00

€38.00

Cinsault, Syrah, Tempranillo, Cabernet Sauvignon,
Carignan, Mourvèdre, Cabernet Franc & Marsel. Full
bodied, dry & warm. With a bouquet reminiscent of
red fruit jams take turns to reveal this wine’s subtle
spicy notes that express themselves with a mysterious
complexity.

Grenache. Full bodied, dry, spicy & fruity. A wine with
a bright medium-depth red and pink and purple tinges.
Whiffs of sweet berry and cherry, with softer strawberry
notes. Floral notes add complexity and roundness to the
nose. Bright, layers of plush ripe berry fruits soften the
palate. Firm acid plus toasty vanilla and oak structures in
the background.

CHILE
146.

GRAN DEVOCIÓN - CARMÉNÈRE –SYRAH
VIÑA MAIPO, MAULE
€30.00

NEW ZEALAND
156.

Carménère & Syrah. Full bodied, dry & silky. Lively,
deep red color. It presents intense aromas of fresh, ripe
fruit such as blackberries, blueberries and sweet notes
of bitter chocolate. In the mouth it shows vibrant acidity,
great freshness and soft tannins.

PINOT NOIR
BABICH, MARLBOROUGH
€28.00
Pinot Noir. Medium bodied, dry, elegant & fruity. Aromas
of plums, spices, cherry and oak. Full of ripe fruits, with a
soft round texture. Was matured in oak, with fine tannins
and moderate length.

ARGENTINA
150.

ALTOS DEL PLATA - MALBEC
TERRAZAS DE LOS ANDES, MENDOZA
€34.00
Malbec. Full bodied, dry & intense. A wine with a nose
that has good earthy character, ripe black fruits, and black
pepper. On the palate you get muted Blackberry, black
raspberry, black pepper, earth. Acidity and tannins are
both appropriately medium intensity, providing a good
backbone.

SWEET WINES

161.

162.

LATE HARVEST ‘DOLCE VITA’
CAMILLERI, MALTA

163.

MOSCATO D’ASTI
BATASIOLO, PIEDMONT - ITALY

€19.00 · 50cl BOTTLE

€35.00

Vermentino, Viognier & Sauvignon Blanc. Intense &
sweet. Aromas of stewed apples. Soft, sweet with apple
notes and fruity flavours. Very ripe, resulting in an
elegant sweetness.

Moscato. Perfumed, light, refreshing & sweet. The wine
has an exceptional nose of peach, sage, lemon, honey and
apricot. The wine expresses a sweet taste with pleasant
acidity. Its persistent, delicate aroma is reminiscent of
freshly squeezed grapes.

SHIRAZ PASSITO ‘ĠUŻÈ’
MARSOVIN, MALTA
€40.00 · 50cl BOTTLE
Shiraz. Jammy, full bodied, spicy & sweet. A naturally
sweet, intense and complex from partially raisined grapes.
Reminiscent of intense black fruit, chocolate aromas
with sweet, spicy, jammy prune flavours.

SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS
WHITE

213.

TAURASI ‘RADICI’ RISERVA
MASTROBERARDINO, CAMPANIA - ITALY
€65.00

201.

INCROCIO MANZONI 6.0.13
SETTEANIME, VENET0 - ITALY

Aglianico. Dry, full bodied & aristocratic. A fantastic
wine with ruby red with orange reflections Full, complex,
intense bouquet redolent of tobacco, cherry, violet
and berries. In the mouth it is enveloping, elegant, and
persistent. The background has distinct notes of plum,
bitter cherry, strawberry jam and black pepper. One of
the greatest wines of Italy.

€35.00
Incrocio Manzoni. Dry, exotic & aromatic. A straw yellow
coloured wine, with floral aromas and notes of white
flowers, fruity with notes of exotic fruit, peach and apple.
The bouquet is lively and persistent.

202.

CHABLIS 1ER CRU ‘CÔTE DE LECHET’
BERNARD DEFAIX, BURGUNDY - FRANCE

214.

€90.00

€50.00

Nero d’Avola, Petit Verdot, Syrah and other grapes. Dry,
full bodied & elegant. Mille e una Notte is characterized
by an ample bouquet, with fruity notes and balsamic and
spicy scents followed by hints of chocolate. The palate is
soft and embracing, surprising with extraordinary silky
tannin. A remarkable long persistence on the finish.

Chardonnay. Dry, steely & mineral. The remarkable stony
and sunny soil is captured in this powerful and complex
wine. It flourishes with age and expresses mineral aromas
reminiscent of gunflint. The Côte de Lechet is indeed one
of the Premiers Crus of Chablis vineyard with the most
exceptional ageing potential.

203.

SAUVIGNON BLANC
CLOUDY BAY, MARLBOROUGH - NEW ZEALAND

MILLE E UNA NOTTE
DONNAFUGATA, SICILY - ITALY

216.

CHÂTEAU LA SERRE
GRAND CRU CLASSE, SAINT EMILION - BORDEAUX FRANCE

€51.00

€125.00

Sauvignon Blanc. Dry, crisp, mineral & tropical fruit.
Reminiscent of a fresh summer ripe peach, passion fruit,
mango and juicy citrus-sprinkled with fresh fennel.
The palate is rich and succulent, with a zesty citrus and
apple-sherbet acidity that leads to a long, lingering, and
characteristically crisp finish.

Merlot & Cabernet Franc. Dry, full bodied, lush &
aristocratic. With a distinctive floral and red berry nose,
this medium-bodied wine is elegant, fresh, soft and sweet
with a lingering spicy cherry note.

217.

NUITS SAINT GEORGES
LOUIS LATOUR, BURGUNDY - FRANCE
€94.00

RED
211.

Pinot Noir. Dry, mineral & complex. The Nuits-SaintGeorges has an interesting minerality. In the nose
raspberries and red currant spiced with a nice slightly
chalky minerality. On the palate quite rich and broad with
a lovely energy and minerality from the limestone soil. It’s
quite long and intense with a lovely cool airy style.

TIGNANELLO
TENUTA TIGNANELLO - ANTINORI, TUSCANY - ITALY
€145.00
Sangiovese, Cabernet Sauvignon & Cabernet Franc. Dry,
full bodied & elegant. The Tignanello is a very intense
ruby red in colour. On the nose, the notes of ripe red
fruit, together with cassis and blackberries, are in perfect
balance with hints of chocolate and liquorice. The palate
is rich, ample, and vibrant and is endowed with lively
and silky tannins which give a great complexity and an
important length to the finish and aftertaste.

212.

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO
‘MONTE SANT’URBANO’
SPERI, VENETO - ITALY
€91.00
Corvina, Corvinone, Rondinella & Molinara. Dry, full
bodied & round. Intense, of red fruit preserved in alcohol
such as cherry and plum, well combined with noble and
persistent spicy scents. It expresses a definite and elegant
tannic structure and is well balanced and persistent.

218.

SYRAH ‘LIMITED EDITION’
VIÑA MAIPO, MAIPO VALLEY - CHILE
€47.00
Syrah. Dry, fruity & complex. Deep red colour and violet
tones. Complex with fruity notes of fresh blackberries
and cherries, sweet spices such as cloves, cocoa and
cinnamon. Great balance between power and elegance.
Tasty and wide. Lively acidity gives it depth and firm
freshness. Tannins that give structure to the mix.

219.

CHÂTEAU MUSAR
HOCHAR PERE ET FILS, BEKAA VALLEY - LEBANON
€79.00
Cabernet Sauvignon, Cinsault, Carignan, Grenache &
Mourvèdre. Full bodied, elegant & warm. A great wine
with plenty of ripe fruit character backed by good acidity
and fine tannins required for long-term cellaring. An
excellent wine with a classic structure.

BEER/CIDER

RUM

CISK

€2.50

CISK EXCEL

€2.50

Local lager
Low carbohydate

CISK LEMON

€2.60

Lager beer

BLUE LABEL

€3.90

HEINEKEN

€2.50

CORONA EXTRA

€3.75

PERONI

€3.75

ASAHI SUPER DRY

€4.50

KIRIN ICHIBAN

€4.75

SAPPORO

€5.00

STRONGBOW

€3.75

GUINNESS (50cl)

€4.60

Amber ale

Lager beer
Pale lager

Italian premium lager
Japanese crispy dry lager
Rich flavour, smooth finish
Crispy, refined flavour, clear finish
Apple dry cider
Irish dry stout

HAVANA CLUB 3

€2.70

RON BARCELO IMPERIAL

€3.50

HAVANA CLUB 7

€3.50

DON PAPA

€4.50

TEQUILA
PATRON XO

€4.50

PATRON SILVER

€4.50

PATRON GOLD

€5.50

PORT
DOW’S 10 YEAR OLD

€3.70

MARTINEZ VINTAGE 1987

€6.50

APÉRITIF
GR APPA
MARTINI DRY

€2.80

MARTINI BIANCO

€2.80

MARTINI ROSATO

€2.80

MARTINI ROSSO

€2.80

CAMPARI

€2.80

CYNAR

€2.80

APEROL

€2.80

PERNOD

€2.80

RICARD

€2.80

NARDINI RISERVA

€3.00

GRAPPA DI TIGNANELLO

€5.00

VODKA

WHISKEY & SINGLE BARREL

SMIRNOFF RED

€2.70

JACK DANIEL’S

€2.90

ABSOLUT

€2.90

CHIVAS REGAL 12

€3.50

BELVEDERE

€3.50

JOHNNY WALKER BLACK

€3.50

GREY GOOSE

€4.50

JOHNNY WALKER BLUE LABEL

BELUGA

€4.90

JAMESON’S

€2.65

GLENFIDDICH 12

€3.50

JURA 10

€4.00

MACALLAN AMBER

€6.50

OBAN 14

€5.00

KAVALAN TAIWAN

€7.00

GIN

€14.00

GORDONS

€2.70

AMRUT SINGLE MALT WHISKEY

€5.00

BEEFEATER

€2.70

NIKKA COFFEY GRAIN WHISKEY

€8.00

BOMBAY

€2.70

NIKKA PURE MALT

€6.50

TANQUERAY

€3.50

HIBIKI SUNTORY WHISKEY

€7.00

CHITA

€6.50

PREMIUM GIN
LIQUERS
HENDRICKS (50ML)

€8.00

MONKEY 47 (50ML)

€9.00

WILLIAM’S CHASE (50ML)

€9.00

SILENT POOL (50ML)

€9.00

CAELI BLACKBERRY (50ML)

€9.00

ROKU (JAPAN) (50ML)

€9.50

FOR OUR PREMIUM GINS WE RECOMMEND TRYING OUR
SELECTION OF PREMIUM TONICS · €2.50

COGNAC & BRANDY
HENNESSEY VS
COURVOISIER XO

€3.50
€10.50

LIMONCELLO

€2.70

BAILEY’S

€2.70

SAMBUCA MOLINARI

€2.70

AMARETTO DISARONNO

€2.70

GRAND MARNIER

€2.70

COINTREAU

€2.70

FRANGELICO

€2.70

TIA MARIA

€2.70

DRAMBUIE

€2.70

CRÈME DE MENTHE

€2.70

MALIBU

€2.70

KAHLUA

€2.70

BAJTRA

€2.70
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